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Introduction 
 
I would like to express my thanks to Tesla Taylor (Taylor Jackson) for taking the time 
out of her life to do this AMA with Cuckold Chat. We all had a great time getting to 
know more about Taylor, and we hope to see her dreams of becoming successful 
in the porn industry blossom—for our sake and hers!  
 
What follows is the transcript of a special one hour AMA (Ask Me Anything) event 
held on Monday, May 13th, 2019 in The Conversation Club Room of Cuckold Chat. 
Enjoy! 
 
 

 
Dr36 

Ladies & Gents, it's my pleasure to introduce to you the young woman who's taken the 

internet by its balls by officially becoming the first ever female to have sex in a Tesla car 

while the car was driving on the highway on autopilot. Rolling Stone, SNL, news sites all 

over the country are talking about it, and she is here for the next hour to do an AMA (Ask 

Me Anything). So without further ado, please join me in welcoming TeslaTaylor!  

13/05 12:59 

 

Solihulldanny 

putting it into practice 

13/05 12:59 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Hello everyone 

13/05 12:59 

 

Cman 

Does she want to? 

13/05 12:59 

 

hapycpl1974 

Welcome to this crazy group TeslaTaylor ! 

13/05 12:59 
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TeslaTaylor 

Im excited to be here 

13/05 12:59 

 

Cman 

Hi Tesla Taylor 

13/05 12:59 

 

Italman45 

TeslaTaylor hi sexy 

13/05 13:00 

 

Saskcuckold 

Hello Miss Taylor! 

13/05 13:00 

 

Gemys 

Hii 

13/05 13:00 

 

Bull9696 

TeslaTaylor hi ! 

13/05 13:00 

 

Ash 

Pic pls 

13/05 13:00 

 

BukkakeMyWife 

TeslaTaylor hello 

13/05 13:00 

 

sissysteph 

Hi Miss 

13/05 13:00 
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hapycpl1974 

TeslaTaylor So how’d you come up with the idea? 

13/05 13:00 

 

Masterfulone 

Hi 

13/05 13:01 

 

Dr36 

Ash SHe's here to do an AMA  

13/05 13:01 

 

Bernd62 

hi Miss Taylor 

13/05 13:01 

 

African 

Hello everyone 

13/05 13:01 

 

Ash 

Ahhh..okk 

13/05 13:01 

 

Italman45 

TeslaTaylor love to hear details 

13/05 13:01 

 

Masterfulone 

I it the first time you have fucked in a car? 

13/05 13:02 

 

JamesS 

Oh my goodness for real? Haha that's awesome 

13/05 13:02 
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Dr36 

TeslaTaylor, whose idea was it, and did it take the person whose idea it was much work to 

convince the other? 

13/05 13:02 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Well my bf and i fucked on Auto-Pilot once during a trip and we thought it would make a 

awesome video. We looked it uo on pornhub and couldnt find anything like that. I was already 

thinking about getting into amateur porn and that was one of the first videos we shot 

13/05 13:02 

 

JamesS 

TeslaTaylor have you ever cucked your BF 

13/05 13:03 

 

Italman45 

TeslaTaylor awesome idea 

13/05 13:03 

 

Saskcuckold 

Wow Tesla. That’s amazing. I’ve been trying to get my wife into amateur porn as well 

13/05 13:03 

 

Whitecpl4bbc 

TeslaTaylor what were the underlying reasons you wanted to get into amateur porn? 

13/05 13:03 

 

TeslaTaylor 

We were both on board to do it. We both thought it would be hot 

13/05 13:03 

 

TeslaTaylor 

James, i have not but we have talked about it 

13/05 13:04 

 

African 
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still being in autopilot he needed to have his hands on the wheel all the time. how was that an 

inconvenience and also what about other people reactions upon seeing you guys fucking while 

the car moving? 

13/05 13:04 

 

Dr36 

African I didn't know that; so TeslaTaylor autopilot still requires your hands be on the wheel? 

13/05 13:05 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Well we are trying to buy a pretty nice house and need a lot of money down so we thought we 

would try it out and see how much money we could make 

13/05 13:05 

 

jonboy19 

TeslaTaylor if you guys are ever Illinois I'd be happy to help make ur cuckolding fantasy a reality 

13/05 13:05 

 

TeslaTaylor 

That was the reasom i got into porn 

13/05 13:05 

 

Saskcuckold 

Tesla so you do full main stream porn now? Or still just amateur? 

13/05 13:06 

 

TeslaTaylor 

When you have Auto-Pilot on you have to touch the wheel every 30 seconds or so 

13/05 13:06 

 

Whitecpl4bbc 

TeslaTaylor has your new found fame changed your sex life or sexual fantasies? 

13/05 13:06 

 

African 
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Dr36 Yes as the car would beep if not detecting the hands and if no pressure is detected on the 

steering wheel, the car would automatically slow down until it stops 

13/05 13:06 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Depending on the speed and traffic 

13/05 13:06 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Im thinking about doing mainstream porn but i have a few ideas to were i may just do my own 

thing usimg teslas 

13/05 13:07 

 

Saskcuckold 

Taylor. Do you do cam as well? 

13/05 13:08 

 

TeslaTaylor 

My new found fame has changed my sex life. Im going to be doing girl on girl which i have never 

done and i started stripping last week. 

13/05 13:08 

 

Saskcuckold 

That’s awesome Taylor 

13/05 13:09 

 

Dr36 

African I think that's a good distinction for people to know. I've seen a lot of people be aghast at 

how "unsafe" they deemed this, but the reality, IMO, is that autopilot, were it not safe, wouldn't 

have ever been a feature in the first place. 

13/05 13:09 

 

Whitecpl4bbc 

TeslaTaylor do you see this as a period in your life where you want to explore everything 

sexually and test your boundaries? 

13/05 13:09 
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Saskcuckold 

Would love to see you stripping 

13/05 13:09 

 

Dr36 

TeslaTaylor I'll link to your sites and such at the end of the AMA. The system will mark it as 

spam for now 

13/05 13:09 

 

TeslaTaylor 

I do cam but haven't in awhile because i make more on kik, reddit and snapchat 

13/05 13:09 

 

TeslaTaylor 

I may cam again soon since im well known now 

13/05 13:10 

 

Saskcuckold 

Oh? How do you make money on kik? 

13/05 13:10 

 

Dr36 

TeslaTaylor how did you first get into showing yourself off on the internet? 

13/05 13:10 

 

Whitecpl4bbc 

Guys on kik pay for custom videos and pics 

13/05 13:11 

 

TeslaTaylor 

I will definitely be testing my boundaries a lot in the near future lol 

13/05 13:11 

 

Saskcuckold 

Taylor. Are you going to be doing some sexual firsts on camera? 
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13/05 13:12 

 

TeslaTaylor 

A friend joked about making money on cam so me and my bf decided to try it. We had no idea 

what we were doing and someone took us intona private room andpaid about 400 to just watch 

us fuck 

13/05 13:12 

 

TeslaTaylor 

So we were both surprised how easy we made 

13/05 13:13 

 

Saskcuckold 

Taylor. You are gorgeous and he has a great cock. A lot of people would pay a lot to watch 

13/05 13:13 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Yes im working on a asmr anal video 

13/05 13:13 

 

WifeAndHerBoss 

Somethig to consider is doing web vid live from your car. A lot of truckers do road shows from 

their big rigs. 

13/05 13:13 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Never done anal before so im working up to it with toys 

13/05 13:13 

 

Dr36 

WifeAndHerBoss Now *that* is a good idea  

13/05 13:13 

 

TeslaTaylor 

We had an idea to webcam in a tesla haha 

13/05 13:14 
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TeslaTaylor 

I have done 1on1 cam in thr back of a tesla 

13/05 13:14 

 

TeslaTaylor 

One of those videos is on pornhub 

13/05 13:14 

 

Whitecpl4bbc 

TeslaTaylor an cool cuckold concept video would be a fake cop pulling you 2 over and your bf 

watching you fuck the cop to get out of the ticket 

13/05 13:14 

 

Dr36 

TeslaTaylor What was it like when some of the news outlets and such contacted you for 

interviews? Were you nervous, did you ever think things would blow up as they did? 

13/05 13:15 

 

WifeAndHerBoss 

Dr36 about as good an idea as that trucker who was posting on here from his cell phne from the 

highway! 

13/05 13:15 

 

TeslaTaylor 

White, that is a good idea  

13/05 13:15 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Yes very nervous, my bf did most of the phone ones with me which helped because i kept 

freezing up 

13/05 13:16 

 

Dr36 

WifeAndHerBoss  

13/05 13:16 
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TeslaTaylor 

Haha he is awesome and has good business sense 

13/05 13:17 

 

Whitecpl4bbc 

TeslaTaylor do you have any male pornstars you'd like to work with? 

13/05 13:17 

 

Saskcuckold 

Taylor. Are you only 19? 

13/05 13:17 

 

Dr36 

TeslaTaylor How long have you and your bf been together? And how's he been handling his time 

in the spotlight? 

13/05 13:17 

 

tonyhills48 

Have you ever fantasized about cuckolding a guy? 

13/05 13:18 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Im 19 in porn but not in real life lol 

13/05 13:18 

 

Dr36 

Users on the sideline, get your questions in now  

13/05 13:18 

 

Saskcuckold 

TeslaTaylor hahaha ol 

13/05 13:18 

 

Saskcuckold 

Ok 
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13/05 13:18 

 

Solihulldanny 

Tesla, you should come to the UK 

13/05 13:19 

 

TeslaTaylor 

About 5 months. He is worried people who know him will figure out its him in the videos 

13/05 13:19 

 

TeslaTaylor 

So for now we are keeping hisnface out of them 

13/05 13:20 

 

Whitecpl4bbc 

TeslaTaylor what concerns, if any, did you have about "exposure" on the internet and people 

recognizing you from porn? 

13/05 13:20 

 

Dr36 

TeslaTaylor A lot of our users here have mixed feelings on getting "discovered". Whitecpl4bbc 

took the question right out of my mouth. Good question whitecpl4bbc 

13/05 13:21 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Oh i never really cared i used to tell my mom when i was 16 that i was going to do porn lol 

13/05 13:21 

 

jlaw094 

TeslaTaylor just wanted to say love the video! awesome work! 

13/05 13:21 

 

Whitecpl4bbc 

TeslaTaylor you're a unicorn 

13/05 13:21 
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TeslaTaylor 

Thank you! 

13/05 13:22 

 

Solihulldanny 

I think it shows a strong will for someone to go into porn. Can I ask how your family has reacted? 

13/05 13:22 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Well they were upset that i didnt tell them mainly. 

13/05 13:23 

 

Pistol 

TeslaTaylor what kind of up bringing did you have? Not meaning in any disrespectful way 

13/05 13:23 

 

Still-Green 

TeslaTaylor Are there any activities that have decided already now that you'll never do on 

camera? 

13/05 13:23 

 

Dr36 

TeslaTaylor Meaning, they were upset in the sense that when you officially did it that you hadn't 

told them beforehand? 

13/05 13:23 

 

DornRedeyes 

Hey Taylor, was the added sense of danger of "hands free driving" making the sex better? Or 

was it not a concern? 

13/05 13:25 

 

Solihulldanny 

Tbh, I had never heard of you over here in England, but now I'm going to tell all my mates about 

it  

13/05 13:25 
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TeslaTaylor 

Well they had no idea but my friends immediately knee when they say the videos. It eventually 

got to my parents. My mom said i wish you would of prepared me and why are you on fox 

news?? Lol 

13/05 13:25 

 

TeslaTaylor 

I don't think the Auto-Pilot made the sex better when we were filming but when we did it on our 

own it definitely did 

13/05 13:26 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Still-green, umm nothing is off limits im pretty open 

13/05 13:27 

 

Solihulldanny 

If you had to do it all over again, would you approach it differently? as in the exposure side? Did 

you realise how viral it would become? 

13/05 13:27 

 

Whitecpl4bbc 

TeslaTaylor how do you feel about the increases popularity of the cuckolding fetish in porn? 

13/05 13:28 

 

Whitecpl4bbc 

Increased* 

13/05 13:28 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Solihulldanny- i don't think so, we figured it could blow up but had no idea that it would happen 

the way it did 

13/05 13:29 

 

African 

Connection is slow here guys  

13/05 13:29 
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Dr36 

TeslaTaylor is your BF open to the idea of someone else having sex with you on camera, 

and if he has mixed thoughts/feelings, what are they? 

13/05 13:30 

 

Dr36 

Apologies for the red font 

13/05 13:30 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Whitecpl4bbc- i haven't looked into it to much so i didnt know how popular it was. But i can 

understand why. 

13/05 13:31 

 

African 

Dr36 Concerning autopilot its a huge debate but there is level 1 to level 5 and TESLA is the only 

company that the best one and by next year they will be level 5 ready and its up to the 

regulations to catch up 

13/05 13:31 

 

Dr36 

Whitecpl4bbc cuckold was pornhub's most increased search term of 2017, and I think it was up 

there in 2018. For 2019, we now know that the word Tesla will probably be up there  

13/05 13:32 

 

TeslaTaylor 

He is open to it, he doesn't really like the idea but since we are going to do some threesome 

content were he gets to fuck other girls its only fair haha 

13/05 13:32 

 

Whitecpl4bbc 

TeslaTaylor do you have any BBC fantasies? 

13/05 13:33 

 

TeslaTaylor 
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I do have a bbc video on pornhub but you can only see it on modelhub 

13/05 13:34 

 

African 

WifeAndHerBoss Dr36 Tesla has the semi already in production, by next year there should be 

some on the road and I am sure TeslaTaylor can make another one except this time more roomy 

and maybe even more females or males  

13/05 13:34 

 

Whitecpl4bbc 

TeslaTaylor brb😂 

13/05 13:35 

 

Cuckoldtheexplorer 

TeslaTaylor what appealed to you in porn industry that you decided to go there? 

13/05 13:35 

 

TeslaTaylor 

I would like to make a video in the new roadster 

13/05 13:35 

 

Dr36 

Cuckoldtheexplorer good question 

13/05 13:35 

 

Mixedwife4blk 

Hi all 

13/05 13:35 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Reily Reid is my idol 

13/05 13:36 

 

Madman 

TeslaTaylor where do you see yourself in next two years? 

13/05 13:36 
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jerseycuck 

TeslaTaylor maybe someone answered this before I got here, but how did you get into porn? 

13/05 13:36 

 

Cuckoldtheexplorer 

TeslaTaylor makes sense lol 😀. 

13/05 13:37 

 

Saskcuckold 

TeslaTaylor Reilly Reid is one of my favourites as well. Married a woman that has the exact 

same body type as her 

13/05 13:37 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Well in the next two years.. I hope to keep gaining popularity and hopefully the tesla niche is 

something that i can keep popular. Like fake taxi but instead fake tesla lol 

13/05 13:38 

 

Still-Green 

TeslaTaylor What's top 3 on your bucket list of things to do on camera? 

13/05 13:38 

 

Madman 

TeslaTaylor you made tesla famous lol 

13/05 13:39 

 

Still-Green 

TeslaTaylor I would subscribe to that 

13/05 13:39 

 

African 

Just remember People TESLA is a huge magnet for attention especially when there are issues 

TeslaTaylor which makes sense why this blew up in the stories everywhere. We should continue 

to help and support TESLA as its the only company thinking for our future and especially ELON 

MUSK. BAck to theconversation now  
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13/05 13:39 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Anal, threesome something with a drone outside 

13/05 13:39 

 

Whitecpl4bbc 

TeslaTaylor how does being a fantasy for all the guys that use your videos to enjoy themselves 

boost your confidence? 

13/05 13:40 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Tesla is already famous but i think they need to dontate a roadster for autopilot testing purposes 

haha 

13/05 13:41 

 

Dr36 

Someone get Elon on the phone! 

13/05 13:41 

 

LuckyInCA 

Dr36 - Or in the chat. 

13/05 13:41 

 

Saskcuckold 

TeslaTaylor has Elon reached out to you at all? 

13/05 13:41 

 

Cuckoldtheexplorer 

TeslaTaylor next stop, porn on SpaceX? 

13/05 13:42 

 

Dr36 

LuckyInCA I tried. Idk, something about being busy with Mars or whatever  

13/05 13:42 
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Paddy777 

TeslaTaylor firstly hello from arcoss the pond and sorry for rocking up late. Do you have a career 

goal in mind or are you just keeping at it while it's fun? 

13/05 13:42 

 

TeslaTaylor 

It is pretty hot and is a confidence boost. 

13/05 13:42 

 

Paddy777 

Fixed my text now , sorry 

13/05 13:42 

 

TeslaTaylor 

No elon has not just the tweet about the video is all 

13/05 13:43 

 

Chad1805 

TeslaTaylor you got a boyfriend 

13/05 13:43 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Paddy777- i have had other things i have wanted to do but i think im going to go down this 

career path until im to old to do it anymore 

13/05 13:44 

 

Dr36 

TeslaTaylor What are 3 of your favorite TV shows? 

13/05 13:44 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Chad1805- yes i do 

13/05 13:44 

 

Chad1805 

TeslaTaylor you want another one? 
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13/05 13:44 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Shameless, breaking bad and the office 

13/05 13:45 

 

Paddy777 

TeslaTaylor great to hear it 

13/05 13:45 

 

cliff 

hello all 

13/05 13:45 

 

Dave UK 

TeslaTaylor would your bf be happy with you exploring a porn career? 

13/05 13:45 

 

Whitecpl4bbc 

Dave UK I don't think he has a choice in the matter at this point 

13/05 13:45 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Yes he supports me and manages a lot of it for me 

13/05 13:46 

 

Madman 

TeslaTaylor tell us what is a perfect sex like for you!? How long should it take and other things 

13/05 13:46 

 

TeslaTaylor 

And he is in most of my videos 

13/05 13:46 

 

Saskcuckold 

TeslaTaylor your bf has a cock for porn as well. You both could have a very good career 
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13/05 13:46 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Thank you saskcuckold 

13/05 13:46 

 

Saskcuckold 

TeslaTaylor you both are amazing and gorgeous 

13/05 13:47 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Aww thanks 

13/05 13:47 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Madman how long would perfect sex be? 

13/05 13:48 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Just want to make sure i fully understand the question 

13/05 13:48 

 

Madman 

TeslaTaylor yes 

13/05 13:48 

 

Dr36 

TeslaTaylor what are 2-3 of the biggest challenges/hurdles you've faced while trying to 

navigate turning your explorations into a career? 

13/05 13:48 

 

Still-Green 

TeslaTaylor When you decide to do porn with other men, will you test run them or do the first run 

on camera? 

13/05 13:49 
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Cuckoldtheexplorer 

TeslaTaylor can we take the fact that you made a video in an electric car as an indication that 

you support green energy sources and fight against climate change? 

13/05 13:49 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Madmen- i love kissing and eye contact. Perfect sex would be a lot of slow deep thrusting with a 

lot of kissing and holding each other close. I would say 15 min is about right 

13/05 13:50 

 

Chad1805 

TeslaTaylor do you support trump 

13/05 13:50 

 

Whitecpl4bbc 

TeslaTaylor do you feel like sleeping with other people and coming back together strengthens 

your relationship with your boyfriend? 

13/05 13:50 

 

Saskcuckold 

15 minutes! I could maybe reach that after 4 times haha 

13/05 13:51 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Dr36, the biggest challenges we have had it trying to find time for this and our other jobs. This 

can be very time consuming. Also finding other girls to shoot with us has been a process its hard 

to find a girl we both like 

13/05 13:52 

 

Bellescuck 

TeslaTaylor hello. Question here, do you know any male pornstars in ga? Looking for my wife lol 

13/05 13:53 

 

TeslaTaylor 

We do support green energy and no we are not trump supporters 

13/05 13:53 
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Saskcuckold 

TeslaTaylor do the people you work with know what you did? Since the media has ran with this 

story 

13/05 13:53 

 

Chad1805 

TeslaTaylor why not 

13/05 13:54 

 

TeslaTaylor 

I do not know any male porn stars personally 

13/05 13:54 

 

JackSG 

Hi there... Any married couple .. Anybody travel to Singapore or Malaysia? Pm me ... Indian Bull 

here.. 

13/05 13:54 

 

Dr36 

ATTN: There's a few minutes left in the AMA here folks so get your last minute questions in now! 

13/05 13:54 

 

Madman 

TeslaTaylor what is your kinkiest fantasy? 

13/05 13:54 

 

TeslaTaylor 

That is a good question 

13/05 13:55 

 

Whitecpl4bbc 

TeslaTaylor or rephrased, is there any sexual experience you could have that you feel would pull 

you away from your current boyfriend? 

13/05 13:55 
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Still-Green 

TeslaTaylor If you were to convince someone, say, your wife, to do porn. And it was your job to 

convince them. What would be your main argument? Asking for a friend 

13/05 13:56 

 

Whitecpl4bbc 

Still-Green 😂 

13/05 13:56 

 

TeslaTaylor 

I have always fantasies about getting pulled over by a cop, handcuff and fucked on the hood of 

his car 

13/05 13:56 

 

Marznightout 

TeslaTaylor what has been your favorite scene to shoot? 

13/05 13:56 

 

Whitecpl4bbc 

TeslaTaylor perfect for the cuckold scene 

13/05 13:56 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Or suck my bf dick in public with a bunch of people watching 

13/05 13:57 

 

hedocple727 

TeslaTaylor dont burn your nips on the hood 

13/05 13:57 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Still green, the money haha 

13/05 13:57 

 

Still-Green 

TeslaTaylor How much can you make on porn these days? 
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13/05 13:58 

 

Cuckoldtheexplorer 

TeslaTaylor where can we find you beside pornhub? 

13/05 13:58 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Only been doing it for 3 months i think it can very 

13/05 13:59 

 

TeslaTaylor 

1st month was around 3k 

13/05 13:59 

 

TeslaTaylor 

2nd month was 7k 

13/05 13:59 

 

TeslaTaylor 

And right now we are at about 17k 

13/05 13:59 

 

Madman 

TeslaTaylor how long can you live without sex or tuching yourself? Lol 

13/05 13:59 

 

TeslaTaylor 

And its only the 13th 

13/05 13:59 

 

Still-Green 

TeslaTaylor Holy f***ing hell. 

13/05 13:59 

 

Chad1805 

TeslaTaylor so the real porn stars that dont just use their bfs will make alot more money? 
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13/05 14:00 

 

Whitecpl4bbc 

TeslaTaylor you're going to become a millionaire from porn 

13/05 14:00 

 

TeslaTaylor 

I hope so! Haha 

13/05 14:00 

 

ontheroad1041 

TeslaTaylor Have you fucked on a plane yet? 

13/05 14:00 

 

Cuckoldtheexplorer 

TeslaTaylor any interests in BDSM? 

13/05 14:00 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Not yet but a plane sounds like fun 

13/05 14:00 

 

Whitecpl4bbc 

TeslaTaylor when money is no longer a motivation what will keep you interested in making 

content? 

13/05 14:01 

 

Pockets 

TeslaTaylor does your bf watch your videos for pleasure? 

13/05 14:01 

 

Dr36 

Ladies & Gents, I want to sincerely thank TeslaTaylor for taking time out of her very busy 

schedule to do this AMA with us. Please join me in congratulating her on her recent 

success and thanking her for doing this! 

13/05 14:01 
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TeslaTaylor 

Yes he did this morning in bed 

13/05 14:01 

 

TeslaTaylor 

Thank you everybody it was fun! 

13/05 14:01 

 

LuckyInCA 

TeslaTaylor - Thanks for your time. 

13/05 14:01 

 

hedocple727 

TeslaTaylor Congrats! 

13/05 14:01 

 

Cuckoldtheexplorer 

Thank you very much for your time 

13/05 14:01 

 

Pockets 

Thanks for joining us! 

13/05 14:02 

 

Chad1805 

How do porn stars even make any money when its all free anyways. 

13/05 14:02 

 

Dr36 

If you haven't seen her content yet, here: 

13/05 14:02 

 

Cuckoldtheexplorer 

And congratulations 
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Chad1805 ads 
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Marznightout 

Thank you Tes 
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Whitecpl4bbc 

TeslaTaylor ty for your time. You have my continued fan support and I'll be sure to keep 

cumming for your content 
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Still-Green 

TeslaTaylor Thank you! Great chat 
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TeslaTaylor 

Have a good day or evening everyone! 
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TeslaTaylor 
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Dr36 

https://www.pornhub.com/model/taylor-jackson <-- this is her pornhub account. Please 

consider supporting her in her endeavors. 
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Cuckoldtheexplorer 

😘😘😘😘😘😘 
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African 

https://www.pornhub.com/model/taylor-jackson
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TeslaTaylor thanks foryou time and sharing even though we kind of went out of the way with 

TESLA and ELON MUSK  
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Dr36 

This is her Twitter account: https://twitter.com/TaylorJacksonxx More information on 

where you can get her content can be found on those links. 
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Whitecpl4bbc 

She is amazing, her boyfriend may never win Powerball but he hit the lotto in an even better way 
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Whitecpl4bbc 

Dr36 hope you can get her back after she makes some cuckold videos to talk about it 

 

This marks the end of the AMA event. If you haven’t seen Tesla Taylor’s content 
yet, go here and you’ll have all the information you need: 
 
https://www.pornhub.com/model/taylor-jackson 
 
https://twitter.com/TaylorJacksonxx 
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